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Single particle tracking (SPT) of transmembrane receptors in the plasmamembrane often reveals heterogeneous
diffusion. A thorough interpretation of the displacements requires an extensive analysis suited for discrimination
of different motion types present in the data. Here the diffusion pattern of the homomericα3-containing glycine
receptor (GlyR) is analyzed in themembrane of HEK 293 cells. More specifically, the influence of theα3 RNA
splice variantsα3K andα3L on lateral membrane diffusion of the receptor is revealed in detail. Using a com-
bination of ensemble and local SPT analysis, free and anomalous diffusion parameters are determined. The
GlyR α3 free diffusion coefficient is found to be 0.13 ± 0.01 μm2/s and both receptor variants display con-
fined motion. The confinement probability level and residence time are significantly elevated for the α3L
variant compared to the α3K variant. Furthermore, for the α3L GlyR, the presence of directed motion was
also established, with a velocity matching that of saltatory vesicular transport. These findings reveal that
α3 GlyRs are prone to different types of anomalous diffusion and reinforce the role of RNA splicing in deter-
mining lateral membrane trafficking.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The trafficking of proteins after insertion in the cell membrane is
crucial for cell homeostasis and functionality [1–3]. Rudimentarymove-
ment of membrane proteins is governed by Brownian motion and can
be modeled as diffusion in a 2D fluid plane [4]. The corresponding
diffusion coefficient is dependent on the temperature, the radius of
the membrane-spanning segment and the membrane viscosity [5,6].
Diffusion is a stochastic process, yet several cellular mechanisms exist
which are capable of steering protein movement in the cell membrane
[7–10]. Themovement of proteins susceptible to thesemechanisms devi-
ates from normal diffusion and is termed anomalous diffusion [11–13].
Deviations fromnormal diffusion can signify either a restriction of protein
diffusion in space or non-random travel of proteins along an imposed
path. The former is termed sub-diffusion, hindered diffusion or confined
motion, while the latter is termed super-diffusion, flow or directed mo-
tion [14–17].

Anomalous diffusion is frequently revealed when studying the
dynamics of membrane proteins [18,19]. Especially the increasing
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application of Single Particle Tracking (SPT) has furthered the under-
standing of protein trafficking in the membrane [20,21]. SPT has given
access to nanometer accuracy on millisecond time-scales, allowing
the monitoring of fast protein dynamics with high spatial resolution
[22–25]. When monitoring a transmembrane receptor in a complex
biological system, it is important to correctly represent and quantify
the SPT data. Therefore, many efforts have already gone into the repre-
sentation of SPT data and determination of an appropriate diffusion
model [16,26,27].

In synaptic biology, anomalous diffusion of membrane proteins has
beenmonitored extensively using SPT [28]. Effective neurotransmission
requires neurotransmitter receptors to be located at the post-synaptic
membrane and a turnover of these receptors to maintain sensitivity
[29–31]. These properties impose a strong regulation of neurotransmit-
ter receptor trafficking and lateral mobility. For many neurotransmitter
receptors, interacting proteins have been identified which form scaf-
folds or chaperones [32–36]. In order to elucidate the nature of these
interactions, accurate quantification of receptor diffusion is crucial
[37,38].

The glycine receptor (GlyR) is a neurotransmitter receptor of the
cys-loop ligand-gated ion channel (LGIC) family [39]. It functions as a
pentameric chloride channel, leading to developmentally regulated
neuronal hyperpolarisation upon activation [40,41]. The GlyR α3 has
attracted significant attention as it is involved in inflammatory pain
sensitization [42]. Nevertheless, little is known about the molecular
basis governing membrane diffusion of the GlyR α3. From the GLRΑ3-
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gene transcript, two α3-subunit variants are generated via post-
transcriptional processing [43]. These variants are identified as the
short α3 K and long α3 L GlyR, with the latter containing an extra
15 amino acid insert in the large intracellular loop between trans-
membrane segments 3 and 4 (TM 3–4). This protein region is instru-
mental to receptor trafficking and regulation of synaptic localization
[44], receptor desensitization [43] and channel gating [45]. In the
hippocampus of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy, GlyR α3 RNA
processing is changed [44,46,47]. Detailed knowledge about the
(anomalous) diffusion properties of the GlyR α3 RNA splice variants
and how they function and dysfunctionwill advance our understanding
of pathogenic mechanisms in epilepsy and inflammatory pain
sensitization.

In previous work, a variety of nano- and micro-fluorimetric
techniques were used to characterize homomeric α3 GlyR diffusion
and aggregation on multiple time and length scales [48]. The re-
sults showed RNA splice variant dependent aggregation of α3
GlyRs, accompanied by differential diffusion dynamics. The mea-
surements done on short time and length scales, especially by
SPT, indicated that the differential diffusion dynamics are associat-
ed with anomalous diffusion. The results showed the putative pres-
ence of confined GlyR α3 motion, with additional directed motion
for α3 L. In this work, the GlyR α3 anomalous diffusion is verified
and quantified by focusing on the SPT analysis. After determination
of the free diffusion coefficient, confined and directed motion were
identified by local displacement analysis [49,50]. This was based on
respectively the displacement size and the asymmetry of the tra-
jectories. By providing a detailed view on GlyR α3 motion in the
cell membrane, valuable insights on RNA splicing dependent dynamics
are acquired.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Single particle tracking

Single particle tracking experiments were executed as described
elsewhere [48]. Briefly, transient transfection of HEK 293 cells by
calcium phosphate co-precipitation was used for the expression of
HA-tagged α3K and α3L splice variants of the mouse GlyR α3. After
24 h the receptors were labeled using a polyclonal anti-HA antibody
directly labeled with Alexa 647. Images of the bottom membrane
were acquired at 10 Hz using total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF)-microscopy with an EM-CCD camera, while the cells were incu-
bated at 37 °C. Particle detection, trajectory reconstruction and all con-
sequent analysis were performed by in-house developed MATLAB®
(R2010b, The Mathworks, Gouda, The Netherlands) routines. Only
particle trajectories with at least 16 consecutive displacements were
considered and the average localization precision (σ) was 18 nm. In
subsequent analysis immobile trajectories were not removed and σ
was kept fixed.

2.2. Ensemble displacement analysis

In order to quantify GlyR diffusion on the ensemble level, the mean
square displacement (MSD) was determined from the cumulative
distributions of square displacements over consecutive time lags. A
single-component function failed to accurately describe the data and
therefore fitting was done with a two-component function (see supp.
mat. S1) [51]:
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and two respective fractions (Α1, Α2). Fitting of the first component
was done with a linear function, representing a free diffusion model,
yielding De:
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For the second component a non-linearmodelwas used, representing
an anomalous diffusion model, yielding a transport factor De′ and anoma-
lous exponent αe:
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In case of αe b 1 the particle undergoes sub-diffusion, in case of
αe N 1 the particle is subjected to super-diffusion.

2.3. Local displacement analysis

To determine sections of trajectories displaying confined or directed
motion, each trajectory was analyzed in a sliding segment fashion.
The sliding window parameters for section identification are scaled
to the minimum number of time lags in a trajectory (N = 16).
Parameter values for confined and directed motion identification
are selected based on the nature of the respective anomalous pro-
cess, as further explained below. The final thresholds were selected
based on detecting ≤0.1% anomalous displacements in the simulat-
ed data (see suppl. mat. S2).

2.4. Confined motion

In order to detect confined motion, the method as described by
Simson R. et al.was applied [50]. To this end the cumulative probability
Ψ(R,t), i.e. the probability of a diffusing particle staying in a region R as a
function of time t, was determined as follows [52]:

log Ψð Þ ¼ 0:2048−2:5117Dt=R2 ð4Þ

The parameter De from the ensemble displacement analysis was
used as an estimate for D. R2 was determined for each segment as the
maximum squared displacement from the initial point of that segment.
The time span of the sliding segmentwas 8 time lags (t = 0.8 s), which
gave robust averaging for even the shortest trajectories. The confine-
ment probability was transformed into a confinement probability level
(Lc) according to:

Lc ¼ − log Ψð Þ−1 Ψ≤0:1
0 ΨN0:1

�
ð5Þ

For each displacement, an individual Lc was determined by aver-
aging over all segments containing the displacement. In order to be
considered as a confinement region, a minimum of 10 consecutive
displacements were required to have Lc N 1.6, corresponding to
Ψ(R,t) = 0.0025. Each confinement region was quantified by the ra-
dius (ρ) of the smallest circle enclosing all corresponding confined
displacements and the residence time was determined by the time
span of the confined trajectory section.

2.5. Directed motion

Directed motion was identified by analyzing the asymmetry of
the ellipse of gyration [53], calculated over segments of 6 time lags.
This was chosen as a compromise between averaging and short
time scale sensitivity. The asymmetry parameter (a2), becomes 0
for linear trajectories and 1 for circular trajectories and is calculated
as follows:

a2 ¼ R2
2=R

2
1 ð6Þ
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Fig. 1. Ensemble displacement analysis of GlyR α3 K diffusion in HEK 293. A two-
component function (Eq. (1)) was used, yielding twoMSDs (r12 N r2

2) with their respective
fractions (error bars represent standard deviation). A. The MSD of the first component
over consecutive time lags. A free diffusion model (Eq. (2), full line) was applied to deter-
mine the diffusion coefficient (De, indicated with 95% confidence interval). B. The MSD of
the second component over consecutive time lags. A free diffusionmodel was not suitable
for quantification (dotted line). Instead an anomalous diffusion model was applied
(Eq. (3), full line), with αe characterizing the deviation from normal diffusion (αe

andDe′ indicatedwith 95% confidence interval). C. The relative fractions of each component
in the ensemble population.
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with R1
2 and R2

2 being the major and minor eigenvalues, respectively,
of the radius of gyration tensor (T) calculated from the x and y posi-
tions of the particle throughout the segment:
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The cumulative probability of a2 (Pr(a2)) occurring for a randomly
diffusing particle was interpolated from values given by Saxton
M.J.[52]. A directed motion probability level (Ld) was calculated for
values of a2 within the provided range of Pr(a2):

Ld ¼ − log Pr a2ð Þð Þ−0:3578 Pr a2ð Þ≤0:43871
0 Pr a2ð ÞN0:43871

�
ð8Þ

An individual Ld for each displacement was determined, by aver-
aging over all segments containing the displacement. In order for a
section to be considered as directed motion, a minimum of 7 consec-
utive displacements were required to have Ld N 1.52, corresponding
to Pr(a2) = 0.0132. Furthermore, asymmetrical displacements also
exhibiting confinement (Lc N 1.6) were eliminated. Finally, the
resulting sections were required to show a net square displacement
exceeding the mean square displacement given by the time span of
the section andDe (Eq. (2)). The quantification of the identified directed
motion was done by calculating the distance, travel time and speed of
the directed motion sections. The distance was determined by the sum
of all first order displacements. The travel time was determined by the
time span. The speedwas obtained by dividing distance by travel time.

The prevalence of confined and directed motion was determined by
the percentage of trajectories displaying the respective motion type.
Furthermore, for confined motion, the confined fraction is determined
by the percentage of confined displacements. A displacement is consid-
ered confined only when it belongs to a confined trajectory section.

2.6. Statistics

The individual output parameters reported in this work are repre-
sented either by showing the full distribution and/or the mean with
standard error. The full distributions aremade up by grouping all values
for the corresponding parameter over all experiments from a single ex-
pression system. The range reported for each distribution is the 1st to
the 99th percentile. Unless stated otherwise, the mean with standard
error for a parameter is calculated by averaging the mean parameter
value from each individual experiment (n) for a single expression sys-
tem. For the α3 K-variant 7 cells were measured (n = 7) generating
1629 trajectories, while for the α3 L-variant 9 cells were measured
(n = 9) generating 4291 trajectories. Statistically significant differ-
ences were evaluated by means of a t-test.

3. Results

The influence of RNA splicing on GlyRα3 biophysical membrane be-
havior was investigated by analyzing separate SPT measurements of
both splice variants α3 K and α3 L. First multi-component ensemble
analysis was performed to assess the possible presence of anomalous
diffusion and to determine the free diffusion coefficient. Next a local dis-
placement analysis was applied to detect individual deviations from
free diffusion, incorporating the previously determined value of the
free diffusion coefficient. The presence of both confined and directed
motion is established and quantified. In a last step, the coincidence of
these two motion types was evaluated.
3.1. Multi-component ensemble analysis

The α3 K GlyR square displacement distribution for each individual
experiment could be accurately fit with a two-component function for
consecutive time lags (Eq. (1)). The first component showed a linear rela-
tionship between the MSD and time over consecutive time lags. This was
characterized by a free diffusion model with De = 0.13 ± 0.01 μm2/s
according to Eq. (2) (Fig. 1A). The MSD of the second component
could only be fitted with an anomalous diffusion model, according
to Eq. (3). The recovered parameters were αe = 0.62 ± 0.06 and
De′ = (5.0 ± 0.5) × 10−3 μm2/sα (Fig. 1B). The fractions are stable
on the time scale of the analysis and reveal that the fraction of the
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first component dominates over that of the second component
(Fig. 1C). In case of the α3 L square displacement distribution, a
two-component function did not accurately describe the data.
Using a three-component function improved fitting, yielding a first
component with De = 0.09 ± 0.01 μm2/s according to Eq. (2) (see
suppl. mat. S3). Given that in theory, the free diffusion coefficient for
both variants should be similar, we decided to use De from α3 K GlyRs
as the standard for free diffusion of α3 GlyRs. Moreover, using De from
the α3 L GlyR had little impact on the subsequent local displacements
analysis (see suppl. mat. S4).

3.2. Local displacement analysis

In order to identify local deviations from normal diffusion, all trajec-
tories were analyzed over a slidingwindow.Within the slidingwindow,
the local displacement properties were calculated and compared to
values expected for free diffusion. The analysis aimed at detecting
both confined motion and directed motion. Confined motion was de-
fined by regions where the receptors resided longer than expected for
free diffusion. In order to identify these regions, Lc was determined,
based on the ratio of the local maximum square displacement and De

from the ensemble analysis (Fig. 2A). In order to determine directed
motion, the trajectory form was evaluated by the asymmetry of the
gyration matrix T, used to calculate Ld (Fig. 2B). In order for a trajectory
section to be recognized as true directed motion, a minimum square
displacement was also required.

In order to visualize the results from the local displacement analysis,
first a section of themembrane is selected (Fig. 3). Plotting the trajectories
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tracks) there is mainly free diffusion with occasional entry to the con-
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Quantitative parameters of the anomalous diffusion events were
also determined (Table 1). The average prevalence of confined motion
was 24 ± 3% for α3 K and was significantly elevated for α3 L with
78 ± 4%. Similarly, the confined fraction constituted 20 ± 3% and
74 ± 4% of all displacements for α3 K and α3 L respectively. For each
confined motion section residence time and ρ were determined. The
distributions of residence time show a range of 1 s to 6.3 s for α3 K
and 1 s to 13.4 s for α3 L. The distribution of residence time for the
α3L variant is right shifted compared to theα3 K (Fig. 5A). As expected,
the average residence time is significantly elevated for the α3L variant
(2.8 ± 0.1 s), compared to α3 K (1.9 ± 0.1 s). The distributions of
ρ range from 0.050 μm to 0.290 μm and 0.046 to 0.341 μm for
respectivelyα3 K andα3 L inHEK 293 cells. (Fig. 5B). These distributions
were markedly similar and also the average ρ did not show any signifi-
cant difference with 0.153 ± 0.004 μm for α3 K and 0.156 ± 0.003 μm
for α3 L.

Sections with directed motion were rare compared to sections with
confined motion, with a prevalence of only 1.1 ± 0.2% for the trajecto-
ries described by α3K and 2.7 ± 0.3% for the α3L trajectories. Given
the low prevalence, the directed motion could only be quantified ade-
quately for α3L. This was done by calculating the travel time, distance
and speed. The process of directedmotionwas short lived, with an aver-
age travel time of 1.00 ± 0.04 s and a maximum of 2.4 s. The distribu-
tion of distance ranged from 0.75 to 4.8 μm, with the average distance
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measuring 1.7 ± 0.1 μm(Fig. 5C). The distribution of speed atwhich the
directed motion occurred ranged from 0.81 μm/s to 3.5 μm/s, with an
average speed of 1.77 ± 0.09 μm/s.

Based on the gradients in Lc occurring in individual trajectories, the
coincidence of directed and confined motion was assessed (Fig. 6).
Directed motion is the least prevalent form of anomalous diffusion
and therefore coincidence was calculated as the percentage of trajecto-
ries with directed motion, which also contained confined motion. In
the α3L GlyR population displaying directed motion, 51 ± 7% also
displayed confined motion. The grouped population characteristics of
trajectories containing coincident directed and confined motion were
further quantified. Both transitions from confined to directed (C – D)
and directed to confined (D – C) motion occurred, with an equal
50 ± 12% probability. Furthermore, the transition time (tt) was de-
termined by the time span between subsequent events. The average
ttwas 0.15 ± 0.06 s for C – D transitions, while for D – C transitions
this was 0.3 ± 0.1 s.

4. Discussion

In this work we elaborate on the presence of anomalous diffusion in
α3 GlyR membrane dynamics, as suggested in our earlier report [48].
Further evidence and quantification are obtained by applying advanced
analysis of single particle tracking data. Moreover, the anomalous diffu-
sion parameters reveal the nature of the differential dynamics between
α3K- and α3L-containing GlyRs. Below, the conclusions are formed by
stepwise interpretation of the subsequent analyses and placed in a
physiological context.

4.1. Ensemble displacement analysis

In order to explore the heterogeneity of α3 GlyR motion, the popu-
lations of displacements were analyzed using a multi-component
Table 1
Summary of parameter averages from local displacement analysis of α3 GlyR trajectories
from each expression system. For confined motion residence time, confined fraction
and ρ are reported. For directed motion travel time, distance and speed are reported.
(***: p-value b 0.001, NA: Not Applicable).

Motion Parametersa HEK 293

GlyR α3 K GlyR α3 L

Confined Prevalence (%)*** 24 ± 3 78 ± 4
Residence time (s)*** 1.9 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.2
Confined fraction (%) *** 20 ± 3 74 ± 4
ρ (μm) 0.153 ± 0.004 0.156 ± 0.003

Directed Prevalence (%)*** 1.1 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.3
Travel time (s) NA 1.00 ± 0.04
Distance (μm) NA 1.7 ± 0.1
Speed (μm/s) NA 1.77 ± 0.09

a Mean ± standard error (HEK 293 α3 K n = 7, HEK 293 α3 L n = 9).
function [51,54]. For the α3K GlyR displacements, two sub populations
of displacement sizes were found, differingmore than an order of mag-
nitude. For the first and largest displacement component a linear MSD
versus time relationship suggests free diffusion. The diffusion coeffi-
cient De = 0.13 ± 0.01 μm2/s belonging to this component also corre-
sponds well with previous fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) measurements of GlyR α3 K diffusion in HEK 293 cells
(0.15 ± 0.01 μm2/s) [48]. The FRAP measurements also reported nor-
mal diffusion with a large mobile component (0.93 ± 0.04). The order
of magnitude for De is also in agreement with values retrieved for
extrasynaptic α1-containing GlyRs (0.10 ± 0.01 μm2/s), believed to
mainly undergo free diffusion outside the synapse [55]. The smaller
second displacement component did not fit to a linearmodel and corre-
sponds to sub diffusion. The fractions also indicate that the presence of
the first component dominates over the second component. This con-
firms previous assumptions, stating that for α3K GlyRs free diffusion
is dominant [48]. The validity of usingDe fromα3 K GlyRs as a measure
of free diffusion for both variants can be affirmed. The 15 AA difference
between the subunit variants, located in the large intracellular loop, is
unlikely to influence the radius of the membrane spanning receptor
segment, which determines the free diffusion coefficient [5,43,56]. On
that premise, the discrepancy between the values of De for the two
variants likely originates from an expression system-related sampling
bias, introduced by applying SPT [48]. Thereby, extracting De from the
α3 K GlyR was considered more reliable, given the dominant fraction
of free diffusion and the less complex nature of diffusion of the α3 K
variant. The fact that using De from α3 L GlyRs does not change the in-
ference of the local displacement analysis, also shows that the relative
difference in De between the receptor variants is negligible when con-
sidering the full range of diffusion modes.

4.2. Local displacement analysis

Using local displacement analysis, trajectory sections deviating from
free diffusion were identified. This strategy optimizes the use of single
particle tracking, as anomalous diffusion events can be detected for
individual particles [16,22,24]. A confinement probability based on the
displacement and a directed motion probability based on the asymme-
try properties were calculated [52,57]. Determining the input parame-
ters for the analysis is an empirical process. The analysis is based on
short trajectories given the use of a fluorescent dye as label. Further-
more, the approach had to accommodate the spatial and temporal
properties of the anomalous processes, while limiting false positive
detection.

For the detection of confined motion, the free diffusion coefficient
was not estimated from the individual trajectories as done in other
work [50], but from the ensemble analysis. In thisway, the confinedmo-
tion was not required to be transient of nature in order to be detected.
The previously established presence of an immobile fraction of α3
GlyRs (α3 K: 5%, α3 L: 15%) warranted this approach, as immobile
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receptors were considered an extreme case of confined motion [48].
Based on the numerical proximity between the confined motion preva-
lence and the confined fraction, on average, confinement is dominant in
trajectories containing a confinement zone. As the possibility to dis-
criminate true confinement increases for longer observation times
[52], a large slidingwindowwas selected.We also chose to optimize de-
tection of stable confinement zones, therefore setting a high minimally
required residence time and allowing a less rigorous threshold of Lc to
avoid false positives.

Confined motion of the GlyR has been described in most detail for
theα1-containing heteromeric GlyRs, as part of a diffusion and trapping
model mediated by gephyrin anchoring [35,38,58]. For the heteromeric
GlyR α1, binding to gephyrin leads to clustering of the receptor at
the synapse [35,59]. However, gephyrin-independent clusters of α1-,
α2- and α3-containing homomeric GlyRs have also been established,
with clustering of homomericα3-receptors being shown in both prima-
ry neurons and HEK 293 cells [38,44,60]. Here, it is demonstrated that
α3 GlyR dynamics also involve a trapping mechanism for local α3
GlyR accumulation. ρ corresponds well to the sub-micrometer cluster-
ing found for α3L GlyRs by super-resolution microscopy [48]. Mapping
of α3L GlyR diffusion reveals localized diffusion with areas showing
high incidence of confinedmotion. Protein oligomerization, lipid raft as-
sociation or clathrin-mediated stabilization is a possible mechanism of
GlyR trapping in HEK 293 cells, demonstrated previously for other
transmembrane proteins [61–64]. With regards to biological signaling,
confining receptors in specific membrane areas or in high density clus-
ters can affect both the immediate electrophysiological response aswell
as the downstream signaling capacity [31,65–67].

Interestingly, the GlyRα3 K is also capable of being confined, yet the
frequency and the stability of the confined state are not sufficient for
outspoken local accumulation of this variant. The similar range of ρ
suggests both variants are prone to the same confining interactions,
yet with different efficiencies. Alternatively,α3 Lmay undergo an addi-
tional confining interaction, an argument supported by the increased
number of components in the ensemble analysis. In that respect the
15 AA insert ofα3 L can either indirectly stabilize interactions, as its ab-
sence leads to unstable folding of the large TM 3–4 intracellular domain
[45]. On the other hand, the insert can also be a binding target, leading
to additional confinement, similar to the gephyrin binding domain of
the β-subunit [68].

The determination of directed motion was based on the asymmetry
of the gyration matrix T, a measure independent of the displacement
size. Thereby directed motion was initially independent of the diffusion
coefficient and observation time [57]. This allowed a reduction of the
sliding window size, making Ld less smooth but more sensitive to
short time scale fluctuations. Considering the fast dynamics of directed
motion, not dependent on Brownian motion, such a detection scheme
was considered advantageous. However, the supposition of directed
motion involved an elongated trajectory form [48], displaying a net
displacement. As asymmetry is not exclusive to elongated trajectories,
incorporating a minimum square displacement improved detection of
directed motion. A two parameter (asymmetry and minimum square
displacement) detection scheme also allowed for a more efficient dis-
crimination of directed motion from free diffusion.

The lowdirectedmotion prevalence could in part be attributed to the
technical difficulties of tracking a fast moving particle in a heteroge-
neously diffusing particle population. The presence of micrometer
scale saltatory motion at speeds of almost several micrometers per sec-
ond is not common for transmembrane proteins. It has been reported
for vesicular transport guided by motor proteins, which has been
established in transmembrane receptor trafficking [69–71]. Vesicular
transport by motor proteins is also a means of antero- and retrograde
transport in neurons and is essential for GlyR trafficking [30,72–75].
With the TIRF setup it is only possible to monitor vesicular transport
near and parallel to the cell membrane, biasing directed motion preva-
lence [76,77]. Regardless of the low prevalence, active (re-)distribution
in the membrane is likely to be requisite for α3L GlyRs given their
stationary nature. The contrastingmobile nature ofα3K GlyRs, might ex-
plain the decreased occurrence or absence of directed motion dynamics.

The presence of confined and directed motion being explained
by two independent processes is possible, but unlikely in this case.
Mapping of the trajectories indicated steep gradients in confinement
probability, resembling a transfer of motion type. Therefore the coinci-
dence of directed and confined motion in single trajectories was
investigated. Over half of the trajectories exhibiting directed motion
also displayed confinement, confirming that a single receptor can be
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subjected to both types of anomalous diffusion. There was no particular
order in the occurrence of directed and confined motion. However,
analysis of the time span of the transitions indicated that, under the
given temporal resolution, the different motion types occurred in
almost immediate succession. The occurrence of different motion
types in a transmembrane receptor population has been reported before
[15,78]. The presence of coupled confined and directed motion, more
specifically resembles clathrin-mediated receptor stabilization and
dynamin-dependent endocytosis coupled to vesicular receptor traffick-
ing/recycling as described for transferrin, epidermal growth factor
receptors and AMPA receptors [63,79–83]. In fact, both α3 RNA splice
variants harbor at the N-terminus of the TM 3–4 cytosolic loop a
di-leucinemotif involved in dynamin (AP-2)-dependent receptor inter-
nalization [43,84,85]. Furthermore cargo dependence of dynamin-
regulated clathrin-coated pit maturation has been demonstrated [86].
In that respect, the diffuseα3KGlyRsmay, in contrast to the accumulat-
ing α3L GlyRs, not be capable of producing sufficient cargo for endocy-
tosis. Active removal and recycling of ligand-gated receptors from the
membrane are an important means to physiologically modulate their
function [87]. Distinct pathways of transmembrane receptor endocyto-
sis have even been shown to differentially impact the signaling cascade
[88,89].

To summarize, advanced single particle tracking analysis has re-
vealed new information on the membrane dynamics of homomeric
α3-containing GlyRs. The heterogeneous α3 GlyR motion pattern was
quantified and interpreted using a combination of ensemble and local
SPT analysis. The α3 GlyRs show exchange between states of local
confinement and normal diffusion. RNA splicing exerts a major influ-
ence on the balance between these states and is associated with direct-
ed motion in the case of α3 L GlyRs. The speed of the directed motion
matches that of saltatory vesicular motion and frequently occurs
coupled to confined motion. These characteristic motion features
strongly suggest thatmolecular interactionbetween a cellular component
and the exon 8A-encoded sequence of the RNA splicing-dependent
L-insert (TEAFALEKFYRFSDT) is responsible for directed motion
and anomalous diffusion of this GlyR α3 RNA splice variant. Differ-
ential desensitization and synaptic clustering of these receptor RNA
variants imply that their biophysical membrane behavior strongly
impacts GlyR α3 signaling. Consequently these results are also rel-
evant to GlyR α3 pathophysiology in neurological disorders [90],
e.g. in temporal lobe epilepsy where GlyR α3 RNA splicing is changed
in patients with a severe disease course [44,47].
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